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Say Please, Little OwletThe little Owlet never says â€•Please.â€• Heâ€™s a happy, cheerful little guy,

but is sometimes rude and impolite. Learn with little Owlet as he discovers how using a â€œmagic

wordâ€• can make others happy and make his own life easier at the same time. Beautifully illustrated

bedtime book with professional watercolor images. Easy to read and understand rhyming story

offers a simple, fun way to teach your children good manners. Included bonus coloring pages of the

characters make it more than just a book â€“ itâ€™s a fun interactive activity.  Follow the little Owlet

as he plays hide and seek with his adorable pet mouse, tastes some of his mommyâ€™s yummy

fruit cake and learns some good manners along the way. Say Please, Little Owlet provides an easy

way to teach your children how to be polite and how to learn those all-important manners. All taught

through a wonderfully enchanting story, this is a book your children will want to hear again and

again.
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I loved this book from the first glance because of unique, creative, and colorful illustrations and

because my daughter loves this kind of books. She is three and currently she likes the set of books



in rhymes about good manners, including: "Hello", "Please", "Thank you", and "Sorry". She is taking

these small books everywhere, especially when we travel, which we do quite often. So I wanted to

get a new similar book. We have been reading it on the go in the train and she absolutely loved it!

The friend of the owlet is a cute mouse, and they can both enjoy the tasty cake. However, the

mommy owl encourages her little owlet to use the magic of "please" word and explains why this

small word is so important.That's a simple story, but the rhymes and the illustrations are fantastic.

So my girl has been charmed by this book!

"Say please, little Owlet" is awesome and can change everyone's personal experience. I think this

will quickly become one of my son's favorite bedtime books. I appreciated the work on illustrations,

the description says that they are watercolor, and they really are. I don't like computer graphics at all

and that's why I'm amazed that I found the real watercolor book, it's so rare. The book will teach

children to use the magic word "please" and to be friendly. I will recommend to buy paperback

copies for our private Kindergarten and will buy one for our library.

Got this ebook for my little nephew and he like it. He usually uses tablet for some games, cartoons

but my idea was to show him a real pictured book. And it worked! He tries to read some words and

adores owlets pet mouse, likes the mouse most of all. I think his parents will continue to show him

ebooks instead of cartoons and will work on reading real books.

First of all I must say that Ellie Woods has a beautiful rhyming style, verses are very simple and

easy to remember. This books shows how important manners are and if you want to get your pease

of cake you need to be polite and Mom won't be sad. I'm charmed and my kids loved this book.

BTW the illustrations are SUPER CUTE!

It's a beautiful illustrated and superbly written little book. The story is adorable, simple and so clever.

It's really great to have such books like this one, which actually teach children politeness and good

manners. The little owlet is just too cute and my daughter loves him and the entire story

I got this book for to entertain my 5 years old nephew, and he really enjoyed it. It's easy to

memorize, it has cool illustrations, and it provides lessons in good manners and creativity. Cute

characters - we loved all the Family, little Owlet and his pet mouse. I definitely recommend this

book!



I bought it for my grandson who is 3. It asks a lot of questions and after each says "please". By the

middle of the book he was saying "please" with me as I read and wanted to read it again! I noticed

the please word is not used as much as it use to be in the other books on manners.

My daughter and I truly enjoyed this beautiful book. The illustrations are just amazing and the entire

story is very wise and helps teaching kids the power of 'magic word' please. I am even thinking of

buying paperback version too for our small library.
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